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Confucian-influenced bakufu as a reprehensible and insidious institutic

IKmllDTill~fi :B1I!1lrm JEmlrrllw Rv1IClDcdlcerrI!1l which was. neve~h.eless (regardless of the moral qualifications of tJ

j' shOgunate to admInister the government and set a good example for tl

JJ ~ IfD mlI!1l Japanese people), a necessary instrument for the pacification of tl

@ Douglas Wilkerson townsmen and the diversion of their surplus energies from socially y

University of Tennessee. Knoxville more harmful activities.
This may contribute to our understanding of why kabuki was n

I n contemporary Japan. kabuki enjoys the status an~ govern~ent comple~elY su~pressed. despite i:S contravention of o~ficiallY sanctioru

patronage of a valued national heritage. Ensconced In a NatIonal ConfucIan ethIcs. Nevertheless It leaves one wondenng why the baku.
Theater, guided by Living National Treasures, with television appearances. permitted such a large number of relatively flagrant violations of i

international tours and worldwide acclaim. its existence, if not its attempts to control this dangerous threat to public morals. By steerir

popularity, has been assured for some time to come. But kabuki has not kabuki away from politically sensitive topics and isolating it physical

long been the recipient of governmental largess. During its more vibrant and socially, the bakufu had hoped to reduce its evil effects on sol

days it was criticized as decadent. even criminal. and. while barely citizens. The enormous popularity of kabuki, the individual whims,

tolerated. subjected to restrictions and economically disadvantageous shOguns, or perhaps practical limits on the government's ability to enforc

situations which only the hardiest and most popular of entertainments its own regulations are possible. but at best only partial, explanation
could have survived. Thus many historians have arrived at the conclusion that kabuki w,

Many analyses of the peculiar status of kabuki in Tokugawa Japan tolerated because it did not pose a fundamental threat to Tokuga\\

attribute it to toleration by the bakufu in spite of its superficially critical social and political order.
form of expression. Presumably it was tolerated because it did not To find an example of this type of thinking we may to turn to Ka:
challenge any of the basic tenets of Tokugawa rule. While there is a Shoichi's History of Japanese Literature. Commenting on the paucity (

good deal of truth in this explanation (and it is certainly true that chOnin intellectual content exhibited by kabuki plays, the limitations of dialogu

culture. at least by the Genroku period, had begun to adopt, in fact and the lack of universal appeal or applicability (all of these characteristic
eagerly embrace. many of the samurai ideals), there were elements of he derives from a comparison with European theater. and especially tt

the chOnin lifestyle and ideology which inevitably contradicted those of plays of Shakespeare) Kate> remarks:

the samurai and worked slowly. albeit unspoken and (perhaps to many)
. This limitation of dialogue to an expression of specific

unconsciously, toward the upheaval of Tokugawa socIal order and a
. emotions under specific circumstances robs the plot

more modem form of government and society in Japan. I thInk these
. .' of intellectual interest and severely restricts

elements can be clearly seen in the conception of indivIdual action as
0. characterization. The character of boshi Yuranosuke

illustrated in the quintessential dramatic efflorescence of chOnln culture. + ~.f, B ..,. R4.
AS~ ~"'-'?'J, the leader of the faithful forty-seven

kabuki. .room, is not of a complexIty that requires him to
Historians of culture and of drama have often wondered at the

re-examine the purpose of revenge. Sugawara
.variety and humber ofgovemment edicts and activities designed to control .' ;j1!;~~*~ 0 0_'

- Mlchlzane B VJ'o~~ [In Sugawara denJu tenaral no
curtail. or suppress kabuki throughout all its stages of growth and . ;!t:~J=.~:tO~~ Y o [-. kagaml BIJJ',~1X-r-e.] and oshltsune In
development. But even more surprising to many has been the relatIve 0 ~= =f +~'~Yoshltsune senbonzakura ~Jti3: ~] have no
laxity with which they were enforced. and the relative ease with which

0 personalities as such but are merely cases of
the popular theater industry as a whole. if not in every-case, avoided Th f . hf I . h fmIsfortune. e alt u retaIners w 0 requently

prosecution for breaking government injunctions and any ill effects from 0 kab_o1.: f b h 0 d- - appear In wr.J are 0 ten tom etween t elr uty to
their own energetic willfulness. Regulations concerning theater hours, . h . 1f I. btheIr lord and t elr persona ee Ings-- ut not one of
design. furnishings. use. edicts controlling costumes and equipment. laws . d b h- 1 I- 0 them IS move y t IS persona emotlona expenence
about the content and performance of plays, and restnctlons on the . 0 . - o. 0

to cntlClze or re-examine the exIsting social order.
movements and lifestyle of actors and their fraternization, or worse. - .-

0 The strain between the extenor rational order and the
with members of the upper classes of society: all were broken with 0 - .

., InterIor emotional needs never leads to the
considerable frequencv. occasional audacity, and consistent Impunity. 0 0 0 -

f h o' I -. 0 0 Intenonzatlon 0 t e ratlona order. nor to the
A number of possible explanations for this somewhat surpnsmg . . 0 . 0 .

ratIonalization and thus the externallzatlon of emotion.
leniency on the part of the baklifu have been advanced. The most frequently . 0 0 .

0 0 0 - - 0 - No confrontation anses between interpretations of the
encountered IS the rationalization given by the bakufu Itself for allowing . d f Off ' -

0 -. . law denve rom dl enng personal and emotIonal
the existence of popular theater. According to thIs view. the kabukl 0 I

experIence.
theater. together with the specifically designated pleasure quarter (kurowa

m, but surelv kabuki belones to the "pleasure quarters" in the broadest 'K t~
Sh 0 h. A H . t oifJ L Ot I ~ T 7 V ea. - , a v UIC I. IS orv apanese I erature. vo . .:.: J Ie I' .

sense of this term I. was grudgingly tolerated by the morally conservative. i of Isolation. trans. Don Sand~rson. with a Foreword by Rene Eo Etiembl

,
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Of the villainous "heroes" of the later. more decadent kabuki. KalD heavily on the nO repertoire as it matured, the basic conceptions about

writes: action and the role which individual action plays in society and in history

found in these two dramatic forms are fundamentally different. Kabuki
Kabuki at its peak produced heroes that were in effect represents a radically different view of the human condition and of

egotistical villains who considered the ends justified history from that exhibited by no. It is also instructive to examine the

any means. The definition of villainy depended on jorori, or puppet theater. in this context. By definition a hybrid form of

existing ethical values. In other words. the villain did dramatic performance. jorori exhibits many features characteristic of the
not criticize or embody a criticism of the traditional medieval mind-set despite its development as a popular urban

social order but accepted it; his role was to produce a entertainment ~d the extremely important influence which kabuki exened

strong sensual stimulation within the given social and during the course of this development.
moral framework.2 Let us begin. then, by looking at the manner in which individual

Or again. of Tsuruya Namboku's n~m:1t masterpiece of decadence. action is conceived of and represented in these various forms of theater.

TOkaido Yotsuva kaidan _ifaj!Qg'.§.t:I:~, KatO writes, "The story is In panicular we shall view actions which emanate from a conscious

unconcerned with the overall conditions of society and remains completely process of decision making which in turn leads a character to purposive
a purely personal matter of those involved."J action of dramatic significance. No. being the earliest of these forms of

Donald Shively, one of the earliest Western scholars to examine drama to develop, demands our attention first.
the nature and effect of government regulation on kabuki informs us that The action of a typical nO play is divided into two pans. In the first

while the historical plays, or jidaimono IJi¥ft~. depict the events of an part the Ivaki ~, usually a traveller (often a Buddhist priest on a

earlier era. they depict a moral system and feudal psychology ideally pilgrimage), visits a site of historical or poetic significance. and encounters

characteristic of the Tokugawa samurai class. Furthermore. there a character, the shire ft~, who relates a tragic tale which occurred

at that very place; the shire then requests prayers for the repose of the
[b]oth the history and domestic dramas [sewamono soul of one who has died a violent or untimely death, and whose story

t!!=~~] assume inevitable capitulation to the ethical has just been related. In performance the second pan of the play is often
code which governed society. Characters entangle separated from the first by an interlude which allows the shire to change

themselves in nets of loyalties and obligations which from the costume of the maejite IiiIft~, or shire of the first half who
come into conflict with unexpected personal desires relates the story, to that of the nochijite {tft~, or shire of the second

or sympathetic impulses, The code tolerates no half. In the second pan the shire reappears in the guise of the ghost of

generosity of interpretation. The hero transgresses. the character whose death was so movingly related in the first part. The

fully resigned to pay with his life. The fairness of the waki realizes that the shire has now resumed his or her true form and
code remains unquestioned.'; recognizes this identity. The play ends with a moving reenactment of the

action central to the play. and the disappearance of the ghost accompaniedThe basic assumption of these and other scholars is that the apparently
b I f dl A h f . . -

h II ' Y peas or en ess prayers. c orus 0 ten panlclpates m t e rete mg

reprobate nature of kabuki along with its numerous excesses and frequent f k . d " d . f h . d0 events, ta mg over escnptlve an narratIve passages rom site an

violation of government proscriptions were overlooked by a morally and k . b h . k .. h " - wa I ot, sometimes spea mg m t elr VOices, sometimes as narrator.

financially conservative political leadership because the popular theater PI d - h. kn fuk h Ok ' - *~ ays structure In t IS manner are own as us I I mugen no. 1'~~
not only refrained from contravening the underlying moral values of the .. .t.,h"- b. - d I h . rf b " . -;yAJ/je or Iparute ream pays. t e entire pe ormance emg m many
ruling class. but in fact strengthened and propagated these values among .

d d b h k '

cases Interprete as a ream seen y t e wa I.the potentially hostile ch&1in. -, . -
The emotional Intensity and reserved beauty of these plays can beAside from a number of apparent -contradictions at the level of '

d h ' ' bl d t ' ft. . . , very moving, an t e structure IS unquestlona y very rama IC, 0 en
moral behavior. I belIeve the valIdIty of such an argument concernIng h",' h . h h d h h ... b tl . '. . reac mg a ,evens pltC near teen as t e noc l)lte reenacts a at e m
the underlying nature of the kabukl theater IS somewhat called Into f . d d B h f h - f h I d - tlrenzle ance. ut w at 0 t e action 0 t e p ay, an . more Importan y.question when one compares the form of theater patronized. and (under h I f ' . h I ? F . t h t . t . St e ponraya 0 action m t ese pays, our Imponan c arac ens IC
Tokugawa, rule) largely ~o~opolized. by th~ mili~ aristocra~y, namely make themselves apparent. 1) The activity of greatest theatrical and -
the no. with the kabukl ot the townspeople. While kabukl borrowed ., - II d Idth ' th f k of the playnarrative Interest IS reca e or reto WI m e ramewor .

(Tokyo: KOdansha International. .J 979; reprint ed. 1990), pp. 20 1-202. 2) Little. if any, attention is given to the decision.to a,ct and .the manner
2 in which that decision was made. 3) The narrative ImmedIacy of the
Ibid..p.204. -, - '

h -. fretelling is undercut by the panlClpatlOn of the chorus In t e activity 0
Jlbid.. p, 205, narration. 4) The most important philosophical and aesthetic movement

';Donald Shively. "The Social Environment of Tokugawa Kabuki" of the play is the recognition by the waki of the identity of maejite and
in James Brandon. William Maim. Donald Shivelv, eds.. Stlidies in Kabuki: h '.. . noc l)lle.
Acting. I~usi~. an~ Hisl~rica' Conl~Xl (Honolulu: East-West Center Before proceeding to elucidate and illustrate these points it will be "

Book/UniversIty ot HawaII. 1978). p. .. I ;!j,

~
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convenient to distinguish between two distinct narrative lines. The first it Up countT'VAnd thinki t I hi. -J' ng 0 way ay m I summoned

Involves the encounter between waki and shire and may be conveniently divers trusty men 5

referred to as the diegetic action. The diegetic action of fukushiki mugen
no usually consists of the .vaki's encounter with the shire, the shire's As can be seen from this passage, little attention is paid to the

narration of a bit of local and personal history, and the disappearance of played by the decision and will to act. The inner action of the pia:
the shire. But the tale retold and reenacted by the shire during the second occasioned by a decision mentioned only in passing, ., And thinkiru

part is usually a complete narrative itself, accompanied by appropriate waylay him I summoned divers trusty men " This is the only deci~

gestures and movements on stage, and this may be referred to as the referred to in this description of Kumasaka's encounter \\
inner narrative. It is this inner narrative which constitutes the main Ushiwakamaru, the only act of will, and yet it receives no attenti

interest of the piece, and from which the name of the play is almost Like most action in no plays, this decision proceeds naturally,

invariably taken. ineluctably from the nature of the character: no development of chara(

While structurally, ideologically and. perhaps most importantly, is evidenced, and no possibility of change in character admitted. The

aesthetically important to the playas a whole, the diegetic action in is determined not by force of will in conscious decision, but by insti

which the }vaki and shire meet is of relatively little narrative interest. and nature. One other decision bearing on the course of this pia:.

Emotional and dramatic intensity is focused on the inner action of the mentioned. this in the diegetic action. Following a brief poem. the }v

play. And yet. curiously enough. though certainly in keeping with the opens this play with the lines. "I am a priest from the Capital. I h,
designation "dream play,-' this action does not take place before our never seen the East country, and now I am minded to go there

eyes on stage. The antagonist or enemy of the shire never appears on pilgrimage.'.6 This is the willful act of a priest. and leads to the encoun

stage in this type of play. Instead action which. in the diegetic time with Kumasaka's ghost, thereby giving occasion for this play. Yet t

frame of pilgrim and ghost, has taken place wholly in the past is recounted decision has nothing to do with the inner action of the play: furthermo

and to a certain extent reenacted by the shire, with occasional assistance all attention is deflected from it by crediting it to a simple whim of

from waki and chorus. For these characters the action has no power to priest ("and now I am minded to go there"). Moreover, it is remo..

effect a significant change in their current circumstances; there are no from the possibility of direct perception by being placed in the drama

longer dangers to overcome. trials to bear. decisions to make. The actions past and related as having taken place before the action of the play ev

of the shire, however brave. honorable, poignant. or otherwise noteworthy. began. Once again no explanation need be given. as the decision (to

have the inevitability of history, and yet are one step removed from the on a pilgrimage) arises naturally and inevitably from the (static) natl

diegetic consciousness of the stage figures. and yet another step removed of the character (a priest).

from that of the audience seeing. not men or women in conflict. or the The inner action of Kumasaka is an highly dramatic and potentia

illusion thereof. but actors playing characters in static relationship who exciting encounter. But it is reenacted by the nochijire without benefit

recount an old tale. Individual acts of a significant nature which depend an antagonist. and the narrative immediacy and authenticity is fum

on one's own will are not directly perceptible or capable of immediate undercut by the convention of sharing the narration among the }va

apprehension in the performance. but are filtered through layers of memory shire, and chorus. It is particularly interesting that the waki. to whom t

and time. losing the affective quality of realistic sharp focus and taking story is being related and who should be ignorant of its narrative COUt

on the gossamer sheen of aesthetic remove. The individual actor is (according to the premises of the play), is not behindhand in interjecti;

enervated. removed from life and robbed of the power to materially bits and pieces of the narration. and taking over from the shire at vario

affect his or her own destiny; the shire can only beg that prayers be said. points. The sources of action and meaning are effectively divorced.

and hope that the encounter will remain for more than a brief moment in many voices other than the shire's recite the story of the actions whi
the memory of those who have shared it. the shire is once again performing. An interesting example of this can

To illustrate the effects of this separation of narrative and actio~ let seen in Hiyoshi Sa'ami Yasukiyo's B s{ti:~~~m renowned Hast

us look at Kulnasaka ~i'i by the playwright Zenchiku Ujinobu ~#~ Benkei .#-.'!: (Benkei at the Bridge). While enacting the well-knoll
'ft 1'= fa (14l4-1499?). A priest on pilgrimage from the Capital meets a tale of their first meeting the characters Benkei and Ushiwakamaru bo

local priest who begs his prayers for one who has died. The local priest describe their own actions as though from an observer's perspective.

turns out to be the robber Kumasaka no ChOhan ~i'i:&~. killed by .
Ushiwakamaru 't-:f5'jt (Minamoto no Yoshitsune in his youth) when Benkel: Then Benkei, all unknowing, -
. Came towards the Bridge where h'this band attacked the caravan of the gold trafficker Kichiji of the Third I d w I e waves

W =~ ,z- ... . ,'. appe .
ard -~O) c tx. When the wakl (pnest on pllgnmage) sees the nochlJlre Heavily his feet clanked on the boards of the

appear in Kumasaka's form, the }vaki says. "If you are Kumasaka himself. bridge.

tell me the story of those days,'. Whereupon Kumasaka replies.

There was a merchant. a trafficker in gold called 5 Arthur Waley, The No Plays of Japan. with Letters by Oswa

Kichiji of the Third Ward. Each year he brought Sickert (1911; reprint ed.. New York: Grove Press, 1957). p. 96.

together a great store. and loading it in bales carried j "Ibid.. p. 92.
I
I
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Ushiwaka: And even before he saw him Ushiwaka gave a have not been etherealized; don't they present a more cohesive view of
whoop of joy. purpose and action?

"Some one has come," he cried. and hitching his Le h .. t us t en momentanly leave the rarefied atmosphere of the mugen
cloak over his shoulder -,

T k h' ta d t h b ' d ' d no and turn to genzal-mono. Surely one would ex
p ect tales of Yoshitsune

00 IS S n ate n ge-si e.

and Benkei to be full of action and adventure, so we shall turn to

Benkei: Benkei discerned him and would have spoken Eboshi-ori .~I\JB-t-tfr by Miyamasu E~ (sixteenth century). This is in
But when he looked.lo! it was a woman's form! fact a genzai-mono version of the events portrayed in Kumasaka (formerlv

Then, because he had left the World, with titled Genzai Kumasaka fJ.:(:E~~ and therefore should provide a~
troubled mind he hurried on. , ,excellent contrast to what we have Just discussed. Here we have no

Ushiwaka: Then Ushiwaka said, "I will make game of him,.' wandering priests or malignant ghosts. What then occasions the action
and as Benkei passed - of the play? Surprisingly it is once again a perfunctory decision made

Kicked at the button of his halberd so that it before the action of the play begins, and is based entirely on natural
jerked into the air. instinct as determined by our expectations of a two-dimensional character.

In this case the merchant Kichiji begins the play with a poem; then
Benkei: Ah! fool, I will teach you a lesson! '"

II10 ows.

Chorus: Then Benkei while he retrieved his halberd I S '" K. h'.. I h d, . am anJv no IC IJI. ave now amasse a great
Cned out In anger, , . ,
"You shall soon feel the strength of my arm." store of treasure and with my brother Klchlroku am

and fell fiercely upon him. going to take it down to the East. Ho! Kichiroku, let

But the boy, not a jot alarmed, us get together our bundles and start now,8

Stood his ground?
Even the decisions of the hero Ushiwaka are similarly perfunctory.

He spots a messenger from the Palace of Rokuhara :i'\i1im~ who has
While it is the inner narrative which contains the most exciting been sent to fetch him back to the Capital and immediately responds. "I

and, in conventional terms, the most theatrical action, the real philosophical must not let him know me. I will cut my hair and wear an eboshi. so that

movement of the play occurs in the diegetic narrative. As.we have seen. people may think I am an Eastern boy.,..9 And when he hears later that

the ~vaki is usually a priest, significantly often one on a pilgrimage. It is robbers are planning to attack Kichiji's caravan that night, his reaction is

his pilgrimage which sets the play in motion. and the only encounter in equally predictable:

these dream plays occurs as a result of that pilgrimage: the encounter

between the waki and the shire. The deeds of the inner narrative do not
take place in the here and now of the ~vaki, but are merely a reenactment Kichiji: We have heard that robbers may be coming to-

, '" night. We were wondering what we should
of past events (though the movement between dlegetlc and Inner narrative do is ofren subtle and barely detectable). What does "happen" on the diegetic

level is an epiphany, the appearance of the shile in his or her true form Ushiwaka: Let them come in what force they will; yet if
as nochijire, and the recognition by the waki of this state of affairs. one stout soldier go to meet them, they will
Permeated with Buddhist thou ght and doctrine, and in all likelihood not stand their ground, though they be fifty

10 .
, , ' Sh"" I II h I I d mounted men.Incorporating anCIent Intv ntua s as we ,t ese pays revo ve aroun

the recognition of divinity. Thus in a sense the only thing that happens,

other than a bit of dancing and story-telling. is that the waki, and hopefully And what result arises from these decisions? In many cases it leads

the audience, experience movement from ignorance to knowledge, and directlY to a straight-forward continuation of narrative. Take for example

are consequently released from the illusory realm of purposive action the decision to stand and fight against the robbers:

and raised to a higher level of understanding through an act of

commemoration. Purposive action may have originally played a part in
" , Chorus: And while he spake. evening passed to darkness.

the inner action. but it is completely oblIterated In the representation and " N ' h ' .. h d " t h th ldow IS t e tIme, e cne, 0 s ow e wor -
reinterpretation typical of the no stage. those arts of war that for many months and

Those familiar with the history of no drama and its many forms years upon the Mountain of Kurama 1 have
may raise an objection to this analysis on the grounds that it deals only rehearsed."
with theftlkushiki Inugen nO, What about the genzai-mono fJ.:(£q.!JJ. one Then he opened the double-doors and waited

'" there for the slow incoming of white waves,
!I11ght ask; what about those plays In whIch the narratIve takes place not
as in a dream. but consists of the representation of events actually in' 8 I

')S I h . h h d ;\ Ibid..p.102.Progress on the stage. ure y t ese events In t e ere an now (genzall- 9
I Ibid.. p, 104.

'Ibid..p,118. .J 1"Ibid..p,IIO.

~ ~"""'",."4'
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the agonizing of the hero and heroine as they contend with the forces 0
Brigands: Loud the noise of assault. The lashing of white gin and ninja and. taking their future into their own hands. decide tc

waves against the rocks, even such is the din secure it for themselves alone. Such plays do unquestionably present thf
of our battle-cry, b h' h nk ' d f d.ltorturous process y w IC ma In attempts to ace a I emma and b)

Kumasaka: Ho, my man! Who is there? [By this time the decisive action grasp fate and future in one's own hands. And yet a brie!
skirmish is aJready over.] examination of the early history of jorun reveals that the sewamono, or

domestic drama, both in terms of content and of treatment, developed
Brigand: I stand before you, under the direct influence of kabuki.

It is well known that kabuki in its development borrowed heavilyKumasaka: How fared the skirmishers I sent to make a sudden .'.

b h? Bl h ' d b ' kl . h ' ? ll on the puppet theater. As kabuki grew from suggestIve dances wIth a

reac. ew t e Win ns y WIt In.

crude and rudimentary story-line to intricately elaborated plots requiring

a full day to perform. kabuki actors and playwrights appropriated
There follows then a recounting, in the form of Kumasaka's questions techniques, plots, even entire plays from j5run without the slightest

and the brigand's answers, of the battle which has just taken place. In compunction. Even the unique kabuki acting style known as aragoto m
other cases the result is much the same. Let us take for example Ushiwaka's . is said to have resulted from the Kimpira-joruri ~3jZi'tI'$~ which

decision to disguise himself as an Easterner. This leads him to seek out a Ichikawa Danjuro I fJJftfti JIll'll +~/\'. originator of the aragoto style.

hatmaker who, upon hearing Ushiwaka's order for a special style of hat. saw as a child.13 But in the case of sewamono the borrowing seems to

proceeds to recount a "fine story about these left-folded eboshi and the have gone in the other direction. The origins of the j5ruri puppet theater

luck they bring.,,12 Ushiwaka's presentation of a sword in payment for are to be found in the medieval recitations of war tales. Some of these

the newly made hat leads the hatmaker's wife to tell the story of the came to be accompanied by crude puppets which acted out the events

presentation of this same sword by Ushiwaka's father to Tokiwa-gozen described in the tale. In the middle of the seventeenth century joruri was

"#;~~AU when she bore Ushiwaka. and the way in which the hatmaker's still predominantly a narrative art. and still firmly controlled by the

wife herself had carried it to Tokiwa-gozen, This in turn climaxes in the conventions of medieval storytelling. The subject matter continued to be

recognition by the hatmaker of his wife as the sister of Kamada Masakiyo almost exclusively the great historical tales of the past, stories about

_EHlErA'. Ushiwaka's mother. the recognition by the couple of the warriors and aristocrats taken from legend. myth, and history. It was
identity of the sword. of their client as Lord Ushiwaka of the Minamoto. under the tutelage of kabuki thatjoruri developed into a "theater form in
and of the hatmaker's wife as Lady Akoya 1IiiJ-r!;~, his aunt. by Ushiwaka. which the narrative element is reduced in importance and emphasis is

Thus, even in a genzai-mono purported to portray events actually in placed on enactment of highly theatrical scenes (miseba ~-tt~)... The

progress we find that a majority of the play consists of various characters basis of Chikamatsu's apparently revolutionary shinjiimonolt're~ (love

recounting events of the distant or immediate past. Rat))er than escaping suicides) was the wagoto fIJ$ acting style and keiseikaimono l1Ii1tA ~
from the pattern of fukushiki mugen nO, Eboshi-ori, in the incident with (pieces about consorting with courtesans) of the kabuki actor Sakata

the hatmaker, incorporates within its narrative a complete tale of retelling Tojuro ~EH§+~/\'. Chikamatsu wrote more than thirty kabuki plays

and recognition which bears remarkable resemblance to the narrative for Tojuro and in fact had spent two decades writing love suicides for

structUre of dream plays. And though the diegesis of the play is ostensibly the kabuki theater before attempting his first joruri play on that theme.

about the attack of Kumasaka, the ensuing battle is not presented on the great Sonezaki shinjii ~mllit/&~ (1703). One can go so far as to

stage at all, but rather recounted by a brigand of Kumasaka's band. say that the basic role types and scenes found in all joruri sewamono

referring to each of Kumasaka's followers by name. This i-s the same had been first established in kabuki.14

technique used by the priest and Kumasaka when they recount the tale Kabuki is, above all, an actor's theater. It originated in the mass-dance
of his attack in the dream play of that name. . . crazes of the Muromachi period which were participatory in natUre. not

Even in the genzai-mono we see that once again decisions arise mere spectacles to watch while standing idly by, Even after it had become

from the attributes which the characters are assumed to possess even the domain of professional entertainers, it continued to be an example of

before the start of the play. No wrestling with a decision, no belabored how to act and an exhortation to do so. Joruri merely recounted tales of

thought, no development of character is necessary. The actions. like the ancient deeds with the help of puppets. No, on the other hand. also arose

characteristics. are determined beforehand and ultimately lead to the from popular dances and entertainments; but the religious and aesthetic
proper recognition of a given state of affairs, which is, for the most part. ideals of a feudal society extracted all energy from action, removing it
recounted in the course of the play. to a highly abstracted and cerebral plane where it could be adequately

And what of the joruri puppet plays, so popular among the

townspeople of Osaka? Surely the sewalnono, such as Chikamatsu 11James Brandon. "The Theft of Kabuki," in James Brandon. ed..
Monzaemon.s ;ll:ti:;;~ ~{'ff'~ great masterworks of love suicide portray Chiishingura: Studies in Kabuki and the Puppet Theater (Honolulu:

University of Hawaii Press, 1982). p. 115.
II Ibid.. D. Ill. 1,1., , , , . "
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controlled without fear of impinging directly on the spectator or upsetting place. Kabuki throve on stage confrontations of every kind, from reser\'ed

the social order. Action of the kabuki stage is performed, not simply contests of will and determination to elaborately choreographed battle

recounted. scenes in exotic locations and struggles against gods and animals of all

And thus we see in kabuki a shift of emphasis from the word to the sorts, real and imaginary, The delight in these scenes was so great that

act. As with most forms of drama, both no and kabuki seem to have many of them were extracted from the plays in which they first appeared

allowed some considerable liberty in the ~ords spoken on stage during and became separate performance pieces in their own right, almost

the early part of their development. Both. too, developed in literate completely divorced from the plot which had generated them. The

cultures in which various influences of the fixed and written word and "Eighteen Kabuki Plays" :D:.tt+ /"\:1: of the Ichikawa family include
of the literary heritage were inevitably felt, But nO, encouraged by a a high percentage of these pieces. such as "Elephant Tug.'

range of social and historical factors, succumbed much more quickly to (ZOhiki $; iJ I). "Sukeroku ijIJ :i"\," "Fuwa -:f:iiIt," "The Subscription List"

the lure of a fixed text and written words. Though not printed until much (KanjinchO Ib~~). "Oshimodoshi ~~," "Kan'u ~3j:J," "Kamahige

later. authorial attributions of nO plays go back at least to the time of .ft.," and "Shibaraku ~" (Just a Moment!), the ultimate in delightful.

Kan' ami ft~¥J\ (1333-84). and, given the highly allusive nature 'of but plotless, confrontation.
even these early plays. we can be certain of a high degree of "textual" Furthermore, the dramatic tension of many, if not most. kabuki

stability. Subject matter was often literary. and narrative quite frequently plays is concentrated on the act and moment of decision making. The

replaced action. Joruri developed as a mere adjunct to narrative art and, role of giri and ninjo. the contradictory demands of society and self, has

as the puppets could not speak, was never able entirely to escape the been discussed at great length elsewhere and need not be further elaborated

tyranny of the word. even in its imitation of kabuki dance pieces. Kabuki here except to point out that the result of cultivating this tension

was dominated by the actor. Early skits relied entirely on improvised dramatically was to center the drama on the choice of the individual

dialogue. But even as kabuki learned narrative complexity from joruri between these conflicting demands, While the consequences were never

and no, it retained great fluidity in verbal expression. It was common for much in doubt, the individual was nevertheless granted the ability to

the kabuki equivalent of a playwright to merely outline a plot for the chose his own destiny and accept with dignity whatever resulted from

actors and allow them to improvise their own lines. Of course the lines that choice. And while we find few passages of soliloquy which represent

could and did change from day to day. and even the plays of the best the process of decision making as a philosophical debate, in characteristic

known writers. such as Tsuruya Namboku and Kawatake Mokuami jif fashion the vast non-verbal resources of kabuki spectacle are concened

'It,\t;~~:J;. were subject to the whims of the actors. Needless to say, at this very point to dramatize it and heighten its effects. Music and

these writers had to tailor their efforts to the desires of the leading stars sound effects, facial expressions, striking poses (mie ~~). tempo and

right from the start, but even in so doing did not have the final say when rhythm, visceral exchanges in dialogic fashion combine to reach a frenzied

it came to performance. pitch of dramatic intensity. usually punctuated by a final. powerful mie

The genzai-mono of no. as we have seen. purponed to enact events and the sharp retort of the hyoshigi ~:;-* indicating that the protagonist
as though they were happening on stage. And yet these events were has finally arrived at a decision, In spite of a tendency to avoid precise

invariably borrowed from the past. Kabuki was relentlessly modem. The verbal expression at such junctures, the issues and contending possibilities,
earliest skits exhibited no historical consciousness whatsoever, and scenes as well as the emotional turmoil of the character are very powerfully

from contemporary life were the exclusive material of kabuki for its first conveyed through looks, movements, facial expressions, even grunts

few decades. Even when the kabuki theater embarked on wholesale and groans. evidence of the ineffability of this turmoil.
adoption of historical pieces from the joruri theater, it did so. with a That kabuki developed in the thriving business world of Japan's
twist. No attempt at thorough-going historical authenticity was m~de; . great cities is well known. Yet it may be instructive even so to look at

these representations of historical events were peppered with how thoroughly the new commercial culture permeated this art form.
contemporary references, habits, styles, and customs. And in most cases Kabuki never enjoyed the privilege of aristocratic patronage to any

the leading characters were given double identities which defied logic significant degree. In its infancy it evolved from itinerant dances performed
and any sense of historicity. and brought them solidly into the modem in exchange for alms to a rather crude method for advertising the wares

world. History. once the exclusive property of noble and samurai was of prostitution houses. Despite repeated government efforts to dissociate
appropriated :lnd reduced to the comfortable and familiar world of the "legitimate" kabuki from prostitution. including the well known bans on

chanin. female. and then young male, performers, it continued to enjoy an intimate

Moreover. kabuki relied very heavily on confrontation. Of course relationship with the culture of the pleasure quarters. In fact this

we can find confrontation in no as well. Before Zeami i!!: ~";fj; perfected relationship was inadvertently strengthened by official attempts to isolate

the bipanite dream play, Kan' ami had written plays which climaxed in these institutions from the mainstream of society and the center of urban

the confrontation of two characters. But these conflicts were usually life, by placing the two outside the city center, but in close physical

conducted verbally. not physically. In later plays. as we have seen, the proximity to each other.
:lntagonist was completely removed from the stage. precluding any direct In Tokugawa Japan. the pleasure quarters were the epitome of

\ confront:ltion. and :111 that remai"ned was a memory of what had taken I wasteful consumption. According to traditional views, this portion of
. I I'
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society not only failed to produce anything of value. its sole purpose gave free rein to commercial forces already actively at work shaping th

was to dissipate and destroy the wealth. energy, and talents of those too sub-culture of these domains. It is as though the bakufu unwittingl:

weak to resist its temptations. Nor was this destruction quiet and incubated within its very bosom the egg of the monster which was tl

unobtrusive; extravagance was the order of the day. A customer made a devour it. for with its emphasis on the individual as self-conscious actol

name for himself in this world by spending freely and spreading his its recognition of the possibility of success through purposive individua

bounty widely among the social pariahs who inhabited this realm. Many action, and its vision of human activity as consumption, kabuki presente(

a man was brought to financial ruin through his interest in such activities. an uncannily accurate vision of the condition of the modem individual.

And yet the appeal seemed irresistible. For this was one of the few Surely this was one of the most important reasons for the continue(

preserves in which class and rank counted for nought. In fact. because of success and popularity of kabuki during the first two or three decades 01

government restrictions, on entering the pleasure quarters samurai were the Meiji period. It required but a small and superficial adjustment t(

usually eager to hide the social status they so proudly displayed outside represent on its stage the ideals and aspirations of the new era, politicall)

the gates of Yoshiwara. Within the gates money, or at least the squandering and sociologically so different from the preceding centuries. And had it

thereof. reigned supreme. creating a commercial utopia in which not been for attempts on the part of the new regime to enlist the resources

consumption seemed to exist for its own sake. Within the gates not only. of this flamboyant vision in the Ministry of Education. it would surely

was it impossible to rely on the deeds of noble. brave. or mighty ancestors. have fared even better than it did until gradually pushed aside by the

the position of any individual in the elaborate hierarchy required constant march of technology in the employ of capitalism which created the

expenditure to maintain. No act. however extravagant, insured a lasting ult~mate in modem mass entertainment. the cinema.

position; only the hierarchy remained relatively stable. the inhabitants

shifting rapidly up and down the ladder of success and fame like quotations

on the stock market.

This was the universe of kabuki.This inspired its early skits, showing

how to approach. woo. and treat a courtesan. This provided the roles.

scenes and incidents for domestic dramas. the inspiration for Chikamatsu' s ~__Mm~m~~
masterpieces. This invaded the historical dramas. based on the medieval

fascination for the remembrance of mighty deeds in battle. in the most

peculiarly anachronistic way. transforming them into remarkably modem

works. The kabuki theater was. for thebakufu, a nightmare of conspicuous

consumption. indulging in and exhorting to extravagance. as spectators
reveled in displays of splendor and sensual delights which sent the IEI:fJJJ NI&TW(Q)IR?J[ ANN1UA1L .

i~agin~tion s,oaring. Commercia~ s~on~ors sent ~ifts ~rominen~IY IB31U§nNIE§§ MIEIETnNG
displaYing their brand. The IJanamlchl 1t;im; was at tImes littered with

the products of commercial trade. Not only did the actors indulge their

own fantasies in the most extravagant silks and brocades for their own The Early Modem Japan Network will hold its annual business meeting

costumes. their whimsies set the fashion for the day, generating a constant in conjunction with the Association for Asian Studies meeting in Boston.

demand for new styles among the well-to-do ladies of the metropolis. We have reserved the Vineyard/Yarmouth room of the Boston Marriott

The popularity of actors spawned a very lucrative sector of the printing Hotel from 6:30 to 8:30 on Friday. March 25. 1994. All AAS members

business. which specialized in prints of currently popular actors and are invited. We have not arranged for a catered dinner. hoping instead

particularly moving scenes. These rapidly went out of fashion as one to conclude business quickly and dine outside the hotel. If you are

play replaced another. generating ye~ another flurry of cons~mptio; interested in dining as a group, please contact Mark Ravina, the

activity. Actors too were ranked according to their ability to generate EMJ secretary/treasurer.

box-office receipts. and had to work constantly to maintain their popularity

with the public. ever on the lookout for new fads. new styles. the latest

jargon.
The isolation of the pleasure and theater districts was a qualified -

success. It allowed the government to exercise some modicum of control ~~~:mm_~~~

over access. prevent the worst and most egregious abuses from getting

out of hand. and. in the case of kabuki. to restrain the most blatant

attempts of the theaters to capitalize on inherent interest in contemporary

political events. But at the same time it was this very isolation from the

nexus of traditional social and familial ties. the desienation of these- I

areas as a preserve relatively free from conventional morality. which I

~
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